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HAPPY CHRISTMAS FROM MR JONES
A trend has emerged in the marvellous Prep 6 carol compositions: in most there is a wonderful
juxtaposition of the Christmas nativity with the traditional Christmas dinner! “Mince pies and pastry”
and “There’s turkey, potatoes and parsnips, And Santa’s on his way!” shows that the children do enjoy
a much better diet than previous generations and I could have never imagined when I was at school in
an era of over-cooked cabbage and deadly yellow and black sprouts that children would be celebrating
in this way:
“Turkey, stuffing, kale, yummy food
Everyone’s in a jolly mood!”
Everyone was in fact in a jolly mood through the last two weeks of term and we enjoyed memorable
singalongs and also moments to treasure as we said our goodbyes to Mr Dankert, Mr Hutchings, Miss
Dickson and Miss Scrivener.
Thank you to Miss Scrivener who has worked front of house for the past term. Thank you also to our
wonderful gap students who have been brilliant role models for the children, well-loved and
respected. We shall miss their music, their sense of humour and tireless commitment.
Mr Dankert arrived at SG in September 2008 and quickly proved to be a very effective maths and
geography teacher, possessing a
valuable gift of making the complex
sound simple. Many former pupils
are grateful to Mr D for his skilful
teaching. He also has a wonderful
sense of humour and in a moving
farewell speech, he passed on his
triangle (which he has jealously
guarded these past 33 terms) to Mr
Reed.

CHARITIES REPORT
During the Autumn term we have raised money for a variety of causes:
‘Blue for the Loo’ for World Toilet Day and Toilet Twinning- £125.30
Early Years dress up day for Children in Need - £91
Carols at the Cattle Market for RABI - £527
Carol Singing in Canterbury for Porchlight - £358.74
Carol Singing in Ashford for Demelza (amount raised with other local
schools) - £745.15
Carol Service for Wye Church and Toilet Twinning - £334.04
We also held a Poppy Collection for the British Legion
Our new Forest School loo is already twinned with a toilet in Malawi and
thanks to the money raised at the Carol Service we are now able to
sponsor a whole toilet block for a school in Petema, Sierra Leone, and a
latrine in Chipata, Zambia.
We have more brilliant projects planned for next term.

Thank you for your support.

CAROL SERVICE IN WYE
CHURCH
The Carol Service is always a highlight of our
Christmas celebrations—and this year was no
exception. Prep 6’s carols were delightful and took in
all aspects of Christmas from ‘crispy roast potatoes’
to the poor camels’ ‘aching hooves’ as they make
their way to Bethlehem. A big thank you to Mr and
Mrs Jones, Mr Lowen and all the members of the
music staff who helped to put the service together,
and to all of the Prep 6 children who made this such
a special occasion.

TESCO BAGS OF HELP
We’re delighted to let you know that SG Forest School’s application to the Tesco
Bags of Help grant scheme has been successful and we will be put forward to a
customer vote in Tesco stores during January, February and March 2020.
Our project, along with the other two successful projects in your region, will go
forward to a vote in Tesco stores where their customers will decide the
outcome by voting for their favourite project each time they shop. Voting will
take place from Wednesday 1 January 2020 to Tuesday 31 March 2020.
The project with the highest number of votes across the region will receive
£2,000, the second placed project £1,000 and the third placed project £500. We
will be notified at the end of April the amount of funding we will receive.

Stores which will vote on our project:
2031
2039
3070
5356
6774

Ashford Crooksfoot TN24 0YE. Extra
Ashford Park Farm
TN23 3LU Extra
Mace Lane Ashford Exp TN24 8DN Express
Dymchurch Express
TN29 0NG Express
Ashford High St Exp TN24 8SW Express

CHRISTMAS LUNCH

MAD TRIP

Mrs Coast and her wonderful kitchen team cooked
up a real treat for Christmas lunch—a big thank you
to Mrs Coast, Mrs Stevenson and Mrs Hannah for all
of their hard work this term cooking our lunches, and
providing match teas. We love your food!

Congratulations to our MAD winners this term. They
went to see Frozen II for their Christmas treat.
Winners
Monty D, Pollyanna D, Teddy D, Lily E, Elis F-P,
Rosalind J, Isla K, Rafael B, Tamsin L, Georgina L,
Kirtan P, Isabella S, Svamin S, Oliver T, Olivia W,
Charlie Y

SAVE THE DATE!!

Saturday 13 June
2020
SG Alumni Event and
SG PTA Summer Ball
SG ALUMNI EVENT
‘Time Capsule Revealed’ 3.30pm
Calling all classes 1999-2000 for the
opening of the SG time capsule
Guest of Honour: Niall Washington-Jones

Followed by…
SG PTA SUMMER BALL
6.30pm, Carriages 1am
Canapés and reception drinks
Bar. Auction.
Tickets £70 per person
Featuring
THE ULTIMATE PARtY BAND
http://www.faketanband.com/

CHRISTMAS CAROLLING
We did a lot of carol singing in the last two weeks of term! We sang in Canterbury Cathedral (for the PWRR), in
Ashford County Square (for RABI), in the Ashford Cattle Market (for Demelza), by the clocktower in Canterbury
(for Porchlight), in our own Carol Service (for Toilet Twinning and Wye Church) and to our friends at Brambles
Care Home in Wye.

At the start of the year we decided to draw together all the excellent Eco work
that SG was already doing and endeavour to earn our Eco-Schools Green Flag
Award. The Eco-Schools programme is an ideal way for schools to embark on a
meaningful path towards improving the environment in both the school and
the local community while at the same time having a life-long positive impact
on the lives of young people and their families.
We first formed an Eco Council with representatives from across the School
before conducting an Environmental Review around the School. We’ve inspected the school
site and in some cases interviewed members of staff in order to make our findings. The
results were mixed - unsurprisingly, there are clearly a number of things that we are doing
very well. SG is par- ticularly strong on Global Citizenship, Marine and Global and School
Grounds. However, there are also a number of areas that we could improve on.
In time it may be possible to address all our weaknesses. However, the Eco Committee have
decided they would like to concentrate on Energy, Litter and Biodiversity as the next stage of
the Eco Schools project.
We have produced an Action Plan for the rest of the School Year which includes litter sweeps, more recycling bins and
creating a rewilded area to encourage wildlife. There are some very interesting suggestions being placed in the Ecocouncil’s suggestion box by both parents and children. We are also investigating sustainable energy options.
We were also lucky to be visited by Mike Webster and Trudy Field of WasteAid, a charity that share
practical and low-cost waste management know-how with communities in lowincome countries. They conducted an assembly and some workshops and were
very impressed how environmentally aware SG’s children were.
All our efforts so far have been recognised with the award of both the Eco-Schools
Bronze and Silver Awards. We hope to achieve our Green Flag Award before the
end of the school year in July.

Mr Curnow

A Win for ‘Finn’s Bin’
During the Environmental Review, Finn C. (5D)
observed that there were no litter bins on the
far side of the playing fields and suggested
that we should place an additional bin in the top corner beside
the ‘Holy Tree’. Thankfully, Premier Foods (owners of the
nearby Batchelors Factory on Kennington Road) agreed to
supply ‘Finn’s Bin’ as part of their own ‘Green Matters’ eco
initiative. This Friday, Paul Croucher, Premier’s own
Environmental Officer, took a break from making stuffing, to
visit the School to handover the bin to Finn and members of
the Eco Council along with
another large batch of crisp
packets collected in their
canteen to add to our
recycling efforts…

Recycling News
SG has recently sent two consignments of crisp
packets to Terracycle and in doing so raised funds
for SG’s eco initiatives. Our Recycling Centre (next
to Nursery) is still collecting:

Baby food pouches

Bread bags

Batteries

Crisp Packets

FOREST SCHOOL REPORT
As we begin our 4th year of Forest School at Spring Grove and 2nd year at our site, there has been no let up in the fun,
imagination and creativity being shown by all the children enjoying their freedom up in the woods.
We have variously investigated snails, created art with clay, sticks and leaves, thrown conkers stones and arrows and
crafted all manner of things from cricket bats and broomsticks to Autumn wreaths and Christmas decorations. There
have been survival stories aplenty and we even found time to tidy up the military graves in Wye prior to Remembrance
Sunday. We’ve also enjoyed taking the school dog, Acker on many of our sessions.
Culinary treats have included campfire doughnuts, toffee apples, ‘campfire banana splits’ and seemingly endless
schmores. Most classes were also introduced to the idiosyncratic but fun game of ‘Malted Milk Dunk Quick Draw’. Once
we have welcomed our new chef in the New Year, we look forward to getting our kitchen up and running once more and
having a hot lunch around the campfire.
The year did not begin well with the news that our planned
exchange programme with Forest Schools in Turkey, Lithuania
and Poland had been suspended by the EU owing to lack of
funds. Nevertheless, we remain in contact with the schools
involved and regularly share our news and ideas.
The main infrastructure
project over the
summer was the
building of ‘Lou’s Loo’; a
state of the art composting toilet built primarily from recycled materials
scavenged and donated by the SG family. Resources upsourced included barrels
from Coty, the Newman family’s old kitchen, an old farm container and roof
joists from SG! The toilet has been twinned with a toilet in Malawi through
toilettwinning.org and was opened to a great fanfare (literally!) on National
Toilet Day. Our luxury bug hotel, ‘Sting Grove’ is open for business and expects
to be fully booked by Spring.
The Future
There are lots of exciting developments planned for the New Year. The
infrastructure plans include finishing the mud kitchen and beginning work on a
pizza oven, pedal/child powered fire bellows and a ‘Museum of Curiosity and
Wonder’ to display all those things that the children find during their explorations.
The grant from the Tesco Bags of Help Scheme will allow us to acquire more
equipment for the children to use (including a shave horse to create even more
ambitious greenwood craft).
The site has been regularly visited by representatives from
many other schools and settings looking to learn from our
experiences and share ideas. The most exciting development for
next year is a partnership with Pilgrims' Way Primary School in
Canterbury which will provide the opportunity for them to
access our facilities and potentially conduct joint sessions.
Forest School could not happen without the army of volunteers who give up their time and energy to accompany us in all
weathers to help out with builds, keeping the site tidy and assisting with the children. A huge thank you to them all for
their efforts. I look forward to seeing them all, and some new recruits in 2020. Merry Christmas!

Mr Curnow
Head of Forest School

PSHE REPORT
Dogs Trust Visit
Following the successful introduction of Acker the school dog we invited Jo from DogsTrust to come and present an
assembly for pupils in Reception to Year 6, she followed this up with interactive workshops with individual classes. She
taught the children some essential safety tips and gave advice about how to interact safely with dogs. The programme is
called “Be Dog Smart” and we found the day extremely informative and fun.
Top tips included
 Always ask the owner’s permission before touching a dog
 Stay calm and quiet around dogs
 Leave dogs alone when they are sleeping or eating
 Give dogs space, they do not like cuddles like we do
 Stroke a dog on the shoulder, not on its face
Assembly Themes
Working together to produce a class assembly can be a wonderful
experience for children and it gives them the opportunity to work as a
team, develop confidence on stage and explore a meaningful message or topic. As always, I have been really impressed
by the quality and range of assemblies this term. The children consistently rise to the occasion and put on a fantastic
show. Some of the areas explored have included: acts of kindness, celebrating differences, a sombre and thought
provoking remembrance service and an exuberant celebration of creativity in the music assembly and ‘Hatwalk
Catwalk.’ A wide variety of topics that inspired us and showcased the richness of life at Spring Grove.
We have also supported some worthy charities such as Porchlight, Demelza, Wasteaid and Toilet Twinning. By donating
£60 to twin your toilet, you help fund a project in a poor community that will enable families to build a basic toilet, have
access to clean water and learn about hygiene – a vital combination that saves lives. When you twin, they send you a
certificate to hang in your loo – showing a photograph of your overseas toilet twin and GPS coordinates so you can look
up your twin’s location on Google Maps! This has proved to be an inspiring project which has linked nicely with the
Forest School and Eco-school programmes.
Wellbeing
We were delighted to set up an end of term treat for the staff with a Christmas wreath making workshop taught by
Louise Courtenay-Snipp of East Kent Flower Company. It was a wonderful evening, well
supported by staff and very relaxing at the end of a busy term, we all enjoyed being creative
and making a beautiful wreath to take home. At the end of the evening a collection was
made for the local Porchlight charity which supports homeless and vulnerable people in
Kent.
I witnessed a delightful moment in breakfast club on the last day of term when a little girl
from Nursery was jumping up and down excitedly on arrival at school because she was so
keen to give her presents to her teachers. It was a wonderful illustration of the joy of giving
and how simple pleasures such as this can help us to remember the true meaning of
Christmas. The teachers have also been
touched by the lovely messages from
children and parents written in Christmas
and leaving cards which mean so much, a kind word is never wasted
and we thank you for your support.
Finally, we have suffered a lot of sickness in school over the past few
weeks, so I hope you will all recover, have a restful and healthy
Christmas and can look forward to a spring term with lots of new
adventures in January.
Wishing you a happy and peaceful Christmas!
Mrs Saxby

MUSIC REPORT
Music has been a uniting force for celebration and for remembrance again this term. We enjoyed very impressive and
imaginative House Entertainments shows on a Science theme, and each house raised the roof with energetic singing! We
were proud to continue our tradition of supporting the Wye community in their Remembrance Service on 10th
November with a band of current pupils (and one former pupil - Emily B) accompanying the hymns, and Alfie A rising
confidently to the challenge of playing the Last Post trumpet solo.
In a busy Christmas season our choir of 25 rehearsed intensively for the magnificent
PWRR Cathedral carol service and were wonderful ambassadors for Spring Grove for the
second year in succession. Reception and Giraffes charmed us with a confident and
enthusiastic Nativity musical while Years 1 and 2 delighted us with their spirited KS1 show
‘The Inn-Spectors’! Preps 3 and 4 sang beautifully in the ringing acoustic of County Square
Ashford shopping centre with donations given to Demelza charity while Preps 5 and 6
braved cold and wet conditions to entertain Canterbury High street and raise funds for
Porchlight homeless charity’s work. Many families also gave their support to the RABI live
animal nativity singalong in Ashford’s livestock market.
Reception and Prep 6 classes walked together to Brambles Care Home for more carol
singing which was warmly appreciated by the residents, especially the children’s own
compositions. Our Carol Service in Wye church achieved a new record, with nine carol
compositions being performed by Prep 6 groups in an evening described by Revd Linda
Cross as “inspiring and uplifting”. Annabelle W, Oliver B, Faith B and Georgina L were
outstanding soloists in ‘Once in Royal David’s City’, with Prep 3 Violins and the Orchestra
showcasing more talented musicians.
I would like to thank our music prefects Eleanor J and Isabella L, and all Prep 6 who have given an enthusiastic lead on so
many occasions. Our Gap students, Mr Hutchings on saxophone and Miss Dickson on trumpet, have given outstanding
commitment and leadership to music, as they have to all areas of Spring Grove life. We shall miss them greatly but wish
them every success back in Australia. We will not miss the old electric piano in the Sunley Hall as the PTA have
generously funded a beautiful new Kawai digital piano which we
hope piano soloists and the whole school will enjoy for many years
to come.
Congratulations to a new generation of performers in two Informal
Concerts, including Ceilidh Band, Guitar Ensemble, Orchestra, the
trumpet section and Jazz trios featuring drummers (Frank W and
Alexander S) saxophone (Hector H) and clarinet (Isobel J). Music
exam candidates were all successful as follows:
Alfie A

Trumpet Grade 2

Merit

May C

Cello Grade 1

Pass

Rafael B

Trumpet Grade 1

Distinction

Hector H

Saxophone Jazz Grade 1

Merit

Isobel J

Clarinet Jazz Grade 1

Merit

Ophelia B

Violin Grade 1

Merit

Kirtan P

Guitar Initial Grade

Merit

A Very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Mrs Jones

FRENCH REPORT
It’s has been a great start to the academic year in the French department. We
started the term with our traditional French breakfast. It was really nice to see
so many parents and children enjoying their croissants and pains au chocolat. In
the latter part of the term, Prep 6 have done a wonderful job of running our
ever successful Café de l’école. Many thanks to all parents for your ongoing
support with these events and to the kitchen staff for their invaluable help.
The highlight of the term for me, and I hope many children in Prep 3 and 4, was
our trip to the town of Boulogne on 18th September. In the morning, after a
quick tour of the old town’s walls, we visited a French market and most of the
children bought a little cake in the local pâtisserie. It was very nice to hear the
children use what they have learnt in class for real purposes. The clement
weather allowed us to have lunch on the beach and in the afternoon we
thoroughly enjoyed a tour of Nausicaa Sea Life Centre.
Giraffes children have enjoyed meeting our French
characters: the puppet Jacques greets them at the
beginning of every session and Nounours sings a little song with them. They have also learnt some
colours, modes of transports and how to count to 10.
In Reception we have learnt colours and numbers and we have been speaking about Christmas
presents in French.
In Year 1 the children have started to interact in French every lesson, greeting each other and asking each other’s name.
They have also been working hard on reading and writing some simple words related to the topics covered in class.
It has also been an absolute pleasure to sing along various French songs with Year 2. They have particularly enjoyed
singing “Bonjour” by Alain Lelait , our Family Addams themed days of the week song and more recently the French
version of Jingle bells “Vive le Vent”.
Before I let KS2 take the lead in telling you what they have been up to, I would like to give a particular mention to
Georgie L, the school’s language prefect, who has embraced her role and already been of huge help to me.
Je vous souhaite un Joyeux Noël et une Bonne année à venir. Mme Leavey

This term in French we have been talking about animals, poems and months of the year. We have had a trip to Boulogne with Prep
4. It was a fun trip especially going to Nausicaa and eeing lots of new animals. We have also been trying to ask “When is your birthday?” and “How
old are you?” and sang a fun song about the months of the year. Sanjay, Prep 3

In the first term we went to Nausicaa. Also we wrote a poem in French about it. We have revised some colours and I didn’t find them too
hard. We also have been asking each other questions at the start of every lesson which is very fun! Lately we have been making rockets and
watching Tintin but of course…in French! I absolutely love French! Isabella, Prep 4
At the start of the term we learnt about breakfast foods and how to say and pronounce them. We also learnt a song about breakfast and
after that we went straight into writing paragraphs and spoke about how to improve our writing. Richard, Prep 5

We started to learn how to introduce family members and wrote sentences about how old they are and their names. Then we moved on to
creating a presentation about a fictional family. I chose Jelly the giraffes family! We started to describe people’s physical appearance (hair
and eyes). We also played Guess Who in French and I found it fun! Georgie, Prep 6

SPORTS REPORTS
Boys’ sports report
Boys sport this term was for the main part football , but we
have already had a rugby fixture for the U8, U9, U10 and U11
boys teams. The reason for the early switch to rugby was to try
and squeeze in a few extra fixtures of hockey next term whilst
still enjoying rugby where and when we can.
The football was a success again but I find myself reflecting on
the highs and the lows, and although we seem to hear “Better
luck next time SG” a lot in assembly, I don't think results come
down to luck. We are a small school and we pride ourselves on
our ability to compete with bigger schools. Competing doesn't
necessarily mean winning or losing, but it's more about the
level of the fixture—was it a fair match, did everyone enjoy
themselves, did everyone learn something, did everyone who
played try their best? I think in all cases we can tick the boxes
to these questions. Apart from the odd misalignment of opposition, incidentally both in rugby, we have tended to get
the level right, and although our win ratio is about 50/50, we have all learned a great deal this term!
I have always argued that sport teaches us in ways that academic subjects don’t or can’t. There are several boys this
term who have massively improved in terms of their resilience to situations that are not necessarily within their comfort
zones. Even those who, by their own admission, would say that they could take it or leave it, get out there and represent
the school with determination. As per the motto, they always do their best. For me that is enough at this age; try your
best, improve, take your opportunity when it comes and work hard in training so that the opportunity comes more
often.
Next term we start with rugby, which lots of the boys are looking forward to. Rugby always poses organisational issues
due to the separation of each age group, so effectively running four teams instead of two. Mix that with a blended
fixture list of rugby and hockey, and we are
in for a busy time!
I am very much looking forward to it as are
the boys and I can't wait to get cracking!
Have a great Christmas all, and we'll see you
bright and early in January!
Mr Smith

SPORT
Girls’ sports report
Hockey
This term hockey has been very competitive we’ve enjoyed some
victorious matches and pleasurable training. We really appreciated
everybody's support so a big thank to the girls’ sports teachers for
tremendous coaching and not forgetting the support and encouragement
from our brilliant parents.
Girls’ Football
This term Football has been outstanding although we have only played a
few matches. We have all enjoyed some very successful matches. The ‘A’
team were 2nd overall in the tournament, again losing out to St Faith’s.
We had three teams and all of the girls in year 5 & 6 were selected. We
are hoping to play some matches next term.
Next term the girls will be playing
lots of netball, football and
continuing to run cross country.
We would like to wish everyone a
happy Christmas and a
prosperous New Year.
Evie D, Girls’ Sports Captain ,
Isabella L, Vice Captain and Mrs
Langford

Cross Country
This term in running we have achieved great results
and won a lot of medals for 1st, 2nd and 3rd and of
course the group trophies. It was very unfortunate
that a number of children couldn’t run at the Kent
Primary Schools’ Cross Country Championships
because they were unwell. When we come back to
school in January, the trials for Malvern start. The
selection will be made on recorded times and
improvement. Good luck to everyone taking part in
the trials.
Mrs Langford

OUR TERM—TEDDIES
It has been a busy time this term in Teddies. We have welcomed
many new children into Teddies and they have all settled really well.
All of the children have grown in confidence since starting with us
in September and are learning all about their self-help skills and are
becoming very independent.
We have all been very impressed with
how quickly the children have learnt
their colours since starting with us and
how their fine motor skills are quickly
developing in their drawing and cutting.
Our topics this term started with
family and Autumn where the children
made hedgehogs and squirrels from
leaves we found on our Autumn walks
and has ended with with Christmas. In
between this we have also had Halloween where the children have carved some pumpkins and
decorated biscuits and Bonfire night where the children made lots of different firework
pictures.
Christmas is always a busy time in Teddies and the children have been busy making stockings and
baubles as well as playing party games for our Christmas party! The children looked fabulous in
their Christmas outfits and had
a great time dancing and eating
their party food.
We wish you all a Merry
Christmas and we look forward
to welcoming you back in the
new year!
Miss Fisher, Mrs Cox, Mrs
Bissonnette and Mrs Hussell

OUR TERM—NURSERY
What a very busy term it has been in the Giraffe Class. We started
the term with our topic on My Family and Me and then explored the
school field collecting leaves, conkers and lots of twigs for our Autumn
table.
This term we have concentrated on
our listening skills playing games
focussing on sounds around us and
initial sounds in our names. The children enjoyed playing
number and shape games on the interactive board and took
every opportunity to count their friends at circle time and
when lining up to go to lunch. In French the children have been
introduced to colours, numbers, animals and forms of
transport - they have amazed me and Madame Leavey with
their ability to retain the vocabulary. In our PE lessons the
children have been practising their balancing and jumping skills
and then put them to use in the garden when they worked
together to make an obstacle course with the crates and
planks.
After half term Bonfire Night kept us
busy making chocolate sparklers and
sparkly pictures. Our feast for Diwali
was very popular and Miss Rall painted
Mehndi patterns on the children’s
hands. The last few weeks have involved
copious amounts of glitter as the
children have made their christmas
craft. The term culminated in a
fantastic Nativity performance - the
children had all learnt their words and were magnificent as
they performed to the school and then again on Friday to a
packed house of parents and grandparents.
The final week of term
saw the children post their letters to Santa up the chimney
in the Headmaster’s Study, Christmas lunch and lots of
Christmas craft and games. Thank you all for the lovely
gifts, cards and best wishes.
We wish you all a Very Happy Christmas and New Year and
look forward to seeing you all again in 2020.

Mrs Clarke, Mrs Upchurch and Miss Rall

OUR TERM—RECEPTION
The children have settled into their first term in Reception brilliantly.
We have started work with the phonic sounds, practising pencil control
and number work. The children are progressing onto segmenting and
blending sounds together which is beginning their exciting reading
journey.
We have been working with numbers
between 1-20. We have been sequencing,
adding quantities and beginning to learn
how to record an answer. We have
revised 2D shapes and introduced time
through seasons, days and months, and
begun to study patterns.
Over the term we have covered two
topics – healthy living and celebrations.
Activities have included our class trip to
the Julie Rose Stadium and measuring
how tall we all are. Celebrations covered
birthdays, Diwali, Bonfire Night and
Christmas. The highlight was of course
‘The Wriggly Nativity’, we have been impressed with the children and how well they performed. We
enjoyed our Carol singing trip to Brambles and look forward to more visits in the New Year.
The class have really enjoyed their
first few trips to Forest School and
are already becoming a lot more
adventurous. Obvious highlight being
what is Mr Curnow cooking on the
fire this week!
Sadly, we say goodbye to Lily until
Year 1, we will be looking forward to
following her on her amazing travels
and will be using all her adventures
to help us learn more about our topic
next term ‘Asia’.
We would like to wish you
a Happy Christmas and
we are looking forward to
seeing you all in 2020.
Mrs Lucy, Miss Terry and
Mrs Wells

YEAR 1: OUR AUTUMN TERM
Year 1 has had an action-packed term. The children
settled quickly into the routines and have enjoyed
learning all the different subjects. History was a
hit with the Victorians and we compared life then
to life now.
In Science we learnt about ourselves and had fun
drawing around our bodies on the paving stones
when the weather was warmer! Recently we
explored cold lands and after hearing about
Shackleton’s expeditions we met our own intrepid
explorer - Mr Curnow who shared his experiences
of training in Norway. Thank you to him for this.
They have learnt how to log on to the chrome
books independently in ICT. We have studied
houses in Geography and listened to some stories
from the Bible in RE. In art we have looked at
colour. They have all made good progress with
reading, spelling and writing and we have been
developing their number skills in maths.
We have taken part in their first House entertainment and performed in the
Assembly and Christmas show - ‘The Inn-spectors’. They have formed friendships
and socialised together both in their houses, class and between the Early Years
and Key Stage 1.
We hope you all have a good rest and a wonderful festive holiday! We look forward
to seeing you in 2020 when we will be in our wonderful new classrooms!
Mrs Newman, Mrs Williamson and Miss Giles

YEAR 2: OUR AUTUMN TERM
This term began in full swing and we
welcomed Aarav S and Lexi M into the
class.
The children all settled quickly and
have progressed well with their work,
reading and spellings. We have
focused on sentence structure and
adjectives and began some
comprehension activities.
In Maths we have begun to work on column
sums, which reinforces hundreds, tens and
units. We have been recording information on
Carroll diagrams, revised our 2d shapes and
made a great start to our times tables.
Topics have been covered in Science, Art,
Geography, History and RE. Some topics were
cross-curricular which was enjoyed by all. Our
trip to Canterbury Cathedral was a great success and brought together the story
of Thomas Becket.
Our stage skills were built upon with our Class assembly before half-term and we
ended this term with our fabulous Christmas show – ‘The Inn-spectors’.There was
some superb singing and acting to be seen.
We would like to wish you a very happy Christmas and a wonderful New Year and we
look forward to seeing you in 2020!
Mrs Brogan-Jones, Mr Mal and Mr
Hutchins

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 3
It has been another very busy and productive term in Prep 3SC. Tamsin arrived at the beginning of September, she
settled in really well and has made lots of new friends. The children have done some collaborative writing in class and
written about some of their favourite experiences so far this year. Here are some of the highlights:
“We had a fun time in the forest and enjoyed it when we made broomsticks from twigs and sticks at the Forest School
‘Halloween Special’. We also carved pumpkins. We liked making roses with leaves. Anya still has her roses in her kitchen.
We liked drinking delicious hot chocolate around the campfire and listening to spooky stories, although we were not
really scared!”
“We also did Beach School and our class shared two tents. We liked making
Celtic slings and using them to get stones into the water. Sometimes it worked
and sometimes we missed! We also did some litter picking on the beach. Some
people got lots and some did not get so much. The beach was really tidy after
we finished clearing up!”
“This term we have been on two amazing trips. We went to Boulogne and it
was great fun. We had to get up at what felt like the middle of the night (it was
actually 5:30)! We travelled by coach then train. It was very noisy because
everyone was excited or nervous. When we arrived we went up a big tower and
we saw our beautiful surroundings then we went to the market and looked. At
the beach, we all had our lunch which was a picnic. After we had lunch we went on the sand and played. We went to
Nausica and saw a gigantic manta ray, it looked like it was gliding and chopping the water. Then we went to see a sea
lion show. Finally, we went to the gift shop. We went shopping and we bought loads of stuff - it was not too busy. When
we came back we got stuck in customs. It was about half an hour and all of us had to
get out of the bus! Finally we got back and had some supper.“
“About a week ago we went to the Roman Museum in Canterbury and saw a real
Roman mosaic, it was so amazing. We found out how the Romans made their roads
so straight and looked at the food they ate and the clothes they wore. The sandals
were really cool with very long laces and some people tried them on! At the play
park we had a picnic and got to play on the climbing frame and gigantic swing seat it was fun.”
“On the 23rd of November some children ran at Brands Hatch. It was very rainy and
we got soaked.There was a 15 minute delay then we set of it was heavily raining. Elis
came 71st and Henry came 122nd. It was very cold and windy it was freezing. Henry
ran hard. Sanjay came in the top ten (5th) so he went to Gad’s Hill. Sophie came
27th so she also went to Gad’s Hill. Some people at the start fell over and at the end some people pushed themselves so
hard that they cried.”
“We did an entertaining class assembly all about how we wanted the Romans to take over Spring Grove. It went very
well and we were fabulous and spoke with loud voices and sang a really cool song at the end called “Hey Romans!” We
got five amazing Roman stars for being so great!”
“There was a Christmas Fair at school and it was so much fun with all the stalls we love. We could spend our own money
on games and sweets. The first thing that you could see was Santa and he gave you a little chocolate they were very nice
and yummy.”
“Last week, the girls and boys from Prep 3 and 4 went Carol Singing in the County Square shopping centre, Ashford. We
took all three minibuses to the County Square. When we got there we had to carry things to the mall. In the mall we had
to wait 45 minutes until we could sing as there was another school before us. When we were singing Rufus screamed out
“HEY” in the middle of the song.”
Merry Christmas!
From all the children in Prep 3SC, Mrs Saxby, Mr Curnow and Mrs Langford

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 4
Our first term has been a busy one. We’ve managed to pack so much due to the seemingly endless energy and
enthusiasm of the new Prep 4 class. Here are some of Prep 4’s thoughts about the Autumn Term:
“On my first day of year 4 I found out that I was sitting next
to Toby. Miss Drury then explained how to use our verbal &
non verbal reasoning books.Then we had a go at a strange
mental maths test which was partly fun but mostly
confusing. Overall, my favourite part was seeing my friends
again!!!!!!!!!” Liberty
“I have liked reading Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator.
Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator has been fun to read. I
liked the Vernicious Knids when they spelt out ‘
SCRAM!’ ( laugh laugh). Mr Wonka was like “run, run, run,
run and run!” I would like to read a lot more books this year!” Lucas
“This term I went to Gad’s Hill for a Cross Country race. I really like cross country and I
first found out I was good at it in Year 1 when I came second in my first ever school fun
run. Gad’s Hill was very good but the course was very muddy, wet and slippery. That race
was the best race I had ever done because I came 1st. In my first race out of school was
Summer Hill and I came 77th. I’m really enjoying Cross Country and I can’t wait to do
more next term.” Isobel
“On Friday 13th we did an assembly. I was Mystic Meg
and I really enjoyed it. I had a lot of lines but I loved
that….but sadly I forgot my contact juggling ball so I had
to have a PE ball. I really enjoyed the assembly.” Isabella
P-K
“We started from our side of the
rugby pitch. Rufus charged forwards
and got SG a try! Then I went to
touch but I scored the try I was about to score and I saw Freddie and I
passed to Freddie and he scored. The team put lots of tackles in. I was
the man of the match.” Harry
“I have really enjoyed this term, but I especially loved the Cross
Country race at Brands Hatch. I was really proud of myself for getting
picked for the TEAM!!!!!!!!!! It was a very very very very cold day and
it was spitting but it stopped mid race! It was super long and quite
hard but with a lot of determination and
hard work I finished in 70th place!!! The
trip to Boulogne was really fun. First we
went to the market to spend some
money. It was very sunny so everybody
got sweaty!!!!! I bought a giant lolly pop
and a slinky. A bit later we walked back
up to the coach and drove to the beach
and munched on some lunch. After we
had finished I went and played it on the
sand with everybody!!!! Everyone was
excited when we walked into the
Aquarium in Nausicaa to see all the sea
creatures!!!!!” Lily

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 4
“This term in November we had Fireworks Evening and was very fun. First of
all, the bonfire was lit but no one went over yet. We were all buying lighting
up hair bands, flower crowns and food. Just before seven everyone
gathered near the fence and the fireworks began. The first fireworks were
golden-yellow ones. Later on there were ones with red, yellow, blue and
green. The final ones were the biggest. I enjoyed them very much.” May
“I loved playing Word Mania with all my friends. Word Mania I think is the
best game on Literacy Planet and my highest score is 1085. I have 7970
credits, 34 golds and 1 Diamond which are EXTREMELY hard to get! You
need to be able to get at least 4 golds in a game to get a diamond.” Belle D
“In year 4 I had finally made the A team in football so I was allowed to enter
the football tournaments. Our first football tournament took place on
Thursday and it was at home. We first played Junior Kings and drew as they
were a tough team. Then we played another team and drew again as they
were a strong side. Next came our B team which was a piece of cake and we
thrashed them 6-0 so we were
through to the group stage. We
had a quick snack for tea before our group stage match took place. We
played a team which I had never ever heard of and it was called Lorenden
and beat them 1-0. There was still one match to be played and it was the
one and only Ashford School who were the reigning Spring Grove U9
champions. They got off to a good start and scored 2 goals before half time.
We came back fighting strong but we still let in a goal and that sadly was
the end of the Spring Grove tournament for us. We got into the semi-finals
which was a great achievement for us.” Shaysha
“When it was the Christmas Fair, there were loads of people there and my
mum was doing a stall. I played with Poppy and Isabella-S and my Elf was
there. I got a lot of things and Liberty nicely gave me a note book that she
won at a stall. It was really fun and I am excited for next year.” Emilia
We say a sad ‘bon voyage’ to Isabella P-K this term as she goes on an
exciting family journey around the world. We plan to stay in touch as she
travels from country to country so we can learn from her experiences and
look forward to seeing her back in Prep 5. Be safe and happy, Isabella...we
shall miss you!
Have a Happy Christmas and a Wonderful New Year, one and all!
Miss Drury and Miss Weston

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 5
5D
5D have had an enjoyable Autumn term. We have settled into
our work and classes and as usual, participated in many
events.We had a great time at Chatham Dockyard with Prep 6
and rounded off the first half of term with amazing
performances in house entertainment. Our assembly was a
success with many of the staff seeing themselves in the
mirror (or through Mr D’s eyes anyway). We have had many
sporting successes with some outstanding performances from
our girls and boys. Our singers and orchestral players gave
wonderful performances at the Cattle market, church service
and on the grand stage of Canterbury Cathedral. As the new
term begins, the 11+ preparations will step up, with clubs and
drop-in sessions that will run throughout the week. Please
remember that the standards will be at the 11+ level but the
classes and clubs are open to all. I wish success for all those who eventually take the test. Thanks to a great group of
children to sign off my teaching career.
Time flies so quickly and I complete 30 years and 1 term of teaching as we break up for the holidays. I know Mr Knowles
is looking forward to taking over in my place. I have enjoyed the term immensely and I hope to hear good things when I
pop in for the odd visit. I will be available to help out with some maths and NVR tutoring for anybody that needs some
extra work. Just email me at pdanks@live.co.uk or ask Mr Smith for my mobile number. I would like to thank you all for
your support and kind words and gifts. The last 11 years of teaching have been the best for sure. We really do have a
fantastic family school worth protecting and nurturing. I can assure you that you have a great bunch of teaching and
support staff doing their best to help provide a world-class experience for your children.
Thank you to everybody and remember to “Always do your best”
Mr D out!

5R
5R have made a superb start to this important year, responding to challenges with
positivity, finding original solutions to the problems they face and most importantly
enjoying their independent journeys to success. I think we can all agree that our
summer signing all the way from Bangkok - Mrs Stone - has been a brilliant addition to
the Year 5 team and certainly provides a calming consistency for the children in 5R.
Academically the children have continued to enjoy the areas of focus they have been
exposed to. With the four operations being developed further in Maths as well as
some creative shape and space work to finish the term. Every child loved finding out
about August Pullman in our English class novel ‘Wonder’. Not only is this popular
fiction novel written uniquely to promote discussion but the content provides
opportunity for real reflection. The children have approached this complex text with
maturity.
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We all wrote and researched precepts (a rule to live your life by) some of
my favourites included; ‘the good stand-up for themselves...the great
stand-up for others’ ‘live everyday as if it is your last’ ‘you do you’ and ‘do
the right thing...even when no one is looking’. To finish the unit of work
we all enjoyed watching the film version of the book and discussing some
of the differences we noticed.
The Science topic of Space and the planets ignited the children’s curiosity
and they carried out a number of practical tasks to illustrate the
unimaginable size of the solar system. Having spoken to the children
other highlights have included their water pollution research during
geography lessons, the study of Queen Victoria in History and the rap
rhymes in music.
Science was the focus for this year’s House Entertainment, with each
house given an area to base their short sketch on. As you can imagine we
were not let down by the variety of characters and concepts each house
team brought to the stage with witches, astronauts, lab technicians, news
reporters and even terminator making appearances. Every house went
above and beyond expectations to provide an afternoon of fabulous fun.
5R avoided any ‘showbiz disasters’ (even if Mr. Reed did submit the
wrong video!) during their wonderful kindness assembly. The assembly
was carefully planned to coincide with world kindness day and focused
on the fantastic English work the children had completed. It included a kindness kahoot, a catchy tune and one of the
best kindness chain videos I have ever seen. Mrs Stone and Mrs Lord worked incredibly hard to film and edit that short
but poignant video.
The children in 5R have also enjoyed success on the sports field with
many children representing the school in cross country events as well as
the football and hockey matches. I have been pleased to see children
really exerting themselves during inter house competitions; these have
been fiercely contested and remain a firm favourite in the calendar for
the children.
The coming two terms are important both academically and socially for
the class. As we move closer to entrance tests and the 11+ the children
should continue to develop their reflective approach to education and
‘Always do your best’. There will be plenty of opportunities for
additional 11+ rehearsal and striking the balance between targeted
revision and doing so with a smile and positivity will be the
secret to success!
The highest quality of education is achieved by exceptional
communication coupled with superb cooperation and it is this
fact that leads me to some messages of thanks. Firstly to the
children for their continued positive attitude and wonderful
smiles, to you the parents for sharing your thoughts, concerns
or questions and allowing us to address these as well as we are
able to, and finally to Mrs Lord and Mrs Stone for their tireless
optimism, fantastic organisation and most importantly their
openness to be lead by the children’s interests and alter their
approach to support the class intuitively.
Happy Christmas!
Mr Reed

AUTUMN TERM REPORT—PREP 6
From our School Captains Eleanor J and Hector H
H: What a fun-filled Autumn term! Prep 6 came back after working their socks off
over the summer for the 11+. Thank goodness we got a trip to Flip-Out at the end of
it! Don’t worry, there were no accidents apart from the fact that I shut my arm in the
minibus door, we then went on to sing a song about it. Prep 6 completed their
Bikeability courses the following week, but importantly of course, the Rugby World
Cup started that week.
E: We had a Waste Aid assembly to raise awareness of the problem we have with plastic that has been polluting our
seas. There was a boys’ football tournament—sadly SG did not make the finals but in the finals were Junior Kings and
Ashford School. And guess what? The very next day it was the U9s football tournament and guess who was in the finals?
Junior Kings and Ashford, who would have thought it?! We’ve had lots of cross country events where all our runners
have excelled! Everyone should be very proud of themselves.
H: Half term was rounded off with House Entertainments following a Science theme. They were all very entertaining,
(the clue’s in the name!) and everyone from Year 1 to Prep 6 performed. Bonfire Night kicked off the second half of term
with a spectacular display. Some of the fireworks were incredible and we raised a lot of money.
E: Prep 6 presented their very moving Remembrance Assembly where we not only remembered the fallen but thought of
how we could promote peace. I would say that our biggest challenge was to stay still for a total of 4 minutes!
H: This term we have had two informal concerts where everyone played fantastic pieces.
E: All years have been able to enjoy the great outdoors at Forest
School. The site is developing all the time and we were all really
pleased to open our swanky new toilet facilities and have our toilet
twinned with another in Malawi. Huge thanks to Mr Curnow Senior
for all his hard work and the Loudon family for the amazing site.
Another highlight of the term was the Hatwalk Catwalk, where Prep 6
showed off some brilliant hats showcasing some of their unique
personalities and some questionable dance moves.
H: The car park has proven a dangerous place of late, from some serious flooding to ice that makes it impossible to walk
on, so stay safe out there folks!
E: The girls’ house football took place. Luckily it wasn’t raining, though it was very muddy and lots of people slipped
over! Dickens took the win, as well as the girls’ hockey and the boys’ football.
H: In the build up to Christmas, Early Years did their Nativity, it was very cute. KS1 followed with a great Christmas show
‘The Inn-spectors.’ We have sung for literally hours and hours, at our own carol service, to the residents of Brambles, in
Ashford town, at the cattle market and on Canterbury High Street. The Prep 6 carols have been huge hits this year and
we hope you find yourself singing them over your Christmas break.
E: We say a fond farewell to Mr D and our gappies, you’ve been incredible. We would like to wish you all a very happy
and healthy Christmas time with all your friends and family. And look forward to welcoming you back in the New Year.

Maths Christmas
Bingo Challenge 2019.
Following the success of last year’s reading bingo I thought it might be fun to try a
maths theme bingo this year! Each completed activity is worth 2 stars (awarded by
your child’s form teacher) remember to take plenty of photographs as evidence.

Take a photograph which
shows symmetry in nature.

Follow a recipe (which
involves weighing
ingredients.) to make a
festive treat for your
family.

How many 3D shapes are
under your Christmas
tree? Count and name
them.

If you are travelling on a long
journey, try to find out how
far you have travelled and
write some maths
statements about it - We
drove 240 miles in 4 hours =
1 mile per minute.

Try to ‘scale’ up a recipe to
Draw/design a maths
make more than the
super hero - what will their original states. eg make 24
powers be? How will they cookies instead of 12 - it is
help save Christmas?
Christmas after all!

Try some ‘Big Number
maths’ investigating items in
your house. E.g each branch
of the Christmas tree has 72
needles there are 12
branches at each of the 7
‘levels’ of the tree...how
many needles in total?

Become a number
collector - can you
photograph 10 consecutive
numbers whilst out and
about this Christmas?

Wrap some Christmas
presents - it’s amazing
how much maths is
needed to do this neatly!

The Headmaster’s Maths Challenge:
Calculate the number of gifts my true love gave to me in total.

PTA NEWS
Click on the link for minutes of the SG PTA meeting on
12 November.
This year’s committee and class reps are:
Committee:
Chair - Suzie B (chair@sgpta.co.uk)
Secretary - Vicky D
Treasurer - Natalie N (treasurer@sgpta.co.uk)
2nd Hand Uniform - Carine B

Class Reps:
Teddies - Alex C
Nursery - Kerry D
Reception - Emma P
Year 1 - Rachel P-S & Melanie S
Year 2 - Sophia M-J
Prep 3 - Holly A & Nathalie B
Prep 4 - Alex C & Melanie S
Prep 5 - Carine B & Janette M
Prep 6 - Louise C-S
If you would like to place an advert in Autumn 2019
Messenger, please email chair@sgpta.co.uk for costs
and terms & conditions. £10 per term; £5 for part of a
term.

CHRISTMAS HAMPERS
Thank you to everyone who contributed to this wonderful array of hampers for our Christmas raffle.

Jelly the Giraffe
Congratulations to Chaucer House
for winning Jelly
1. Chaucer (6685 Stars)
2. Conrad (6193)
3. Dickens (6101)
4. Austen (5883

CONGRATULATIONS
Headmaster’s Stars
Austen: Jonathan B, Teddy D, Andrew D, Harry N, Liberty W,
Sophia B, Annabelle W
Chaucer: Henry G, Arthur A, Tamsin L, Shaysha A, Pranav B,
Rafael B, Thomas E, Issah KG, Charlie Y
Conrad: Daniel H, Beau K, Rufus H, Anya O, Hamish S, Poppy
B, Belle D, Thomas M, Edward C-S, Hector H, Eleanor J
Dickens: Hugo G, Oliver M-J, Emily P, Elis F-P, Lily E, Angel N,
William L, Isabella L
Bronze Awards: Rufus H and Harry N

Colours
Cross-country
Half colours: Eleanor J, Rafael B

Headmaster’s Scholars of the Week
Eleanor J and Eleanor M for their excellent
book reviews
Well done!

HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Chester L
Ralphie T
Amelia G
Tamsin L
Hugo G
Ezra C
Otto C
Lily W
Alani H
Jenson B

Lily P-K
Maryanne BS
Liberty W
Florence K
Sebastian S
Sophie OG
Otis G
Myra T
Olivia DM
Wilfie E
Benjamin PS
George B
Mrs Lord
Mrs Jones
Mrs Bissonnette

Art
Half colours— Flossie AA, Faith B, Pollyanna D, Evie D, Millie
D, Roan E, Issah KG, Lily-Mai H, Isabella L
Hockey
Half colours: Pollyanna D, Millie D, Eleanor J,
Isabelle D
Full colours: Evie D, Millie D
Football
Half Colours: Oliver B, Edward CS, Hector H, Svamin S, Charlie
Y, Alfie A, Thomas B
Full Colours: Dennis B, William D, William L
Service
Faith B, Evie D, William D, Lily-Mai H, Georgie L,

Music
Half colours: Hector H, Rafael B, May C, Isobel J
Full Colours: Alfie A

LATEST NEWS!!
News came in just after the end of term that SG’s Artsmark
Statement of Commitment has been accepted, and we have
now officially joined the Artsmark community. Huge
congratulations to all the staff and children who have helped
to make this happen, and particular thanks to Miss Drury for
her hard work on our application. We’re now embarking on
our Artsmark journey watch this space!

Music Certificates:
Grade 1 Jazz Clarinet: Isobel J (Merit)
Grade 1 Jazz Saxophone: Hector H (Merit)
Equestrian
Alfie and Willow A for their awards
Canterbury RFC Player of the Week: Rufus H
Canterbury Hockey Player of the Week: Rory B

